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Demonstrate knowledge of conventions
in a range of music scores.
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scores.
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score

Standard

91276

Total score 17

Annotation
This candidate has performed unevenly across this question but gains credit
for their ability to describe and analyse in part (a), and for their knowledge of
transposition in part (c).

1

2

3

M6

M5

(a)

This was an Excellence answer as the candidate identified the pedal
point, that it’s the tonic, both instruments it occurs in, and has also
attempted to analyse the effect on the music.

(b)

The candidate gets Achievement for identifying the monophonic
texture, but no more as the other texture is homophonic.

(c)

The candidate has transposed the two trumpet parts correctly but has
taken the horn up a perfect 4th instead of a perfect 5th, gaining them Merit.

(d)

The candidate has correctly marked the semiquaver abbreviations and the
accidental needed for Merit or Excellence but is unable to receive any
credit at all for this question part as they have not provided enough of the
slurs/staccatos – this may be from not reading the question properly.

(a)

This candidate made the common mistake of thinking the F# accidental
applies to all Fs – it doesn’t and therefore (a)(i)(3) is a minor 2nd. That
means they only have two correct interval qualities so cannot score Merit
for that and cannot score Merit for the other part of the question as they
have put stepwise motion instead of a broken chord for (7). They can only
score Achieved for getting enough correct chord quantities.

(b)

The candidate has correctly identified all the time signatures and has used
the terms compound and simple to gain Merit. To gain Excellence for this
part, they needed to explain why the bars were either compound or simple
– i.e. discuss the grouping of the quavers or the bars being divided into
crotchets / dotted-crotchets.

(c)

The candidate has identified and described a similarity and a difference
with reference to the score. To gain Excellence here, they needed to
explain the effect of both on the music.

(d)

The candidate has identified the correct device, but has not explained how
it is used correctly – unfortunately, thinking that the two staves are for two
different instruments means that the effect on the music they described
makes no sense.

(a)

The candidate has the correct keys and enough correct chords including
inversions/7ths. To gain Excellence, they needed to use the perfect
cadence/chord progression as evidence for the modulation.

(b)

They are very close to Excellence here but have not been clear that the
rhythm is notated and needs to be adhered to.

(c)

The contour is accurate, but there are too many mistakes in
rhythm/articulation so can only gain Achievement.

(d)

Although they have misidentified extract 11 as polyphonic, they have
identified the difference in the chordal accompaniment, the syncopation,
and attempted to describe the effect on the music, thus gaining Merit.

M6

